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No 12, Cont'Id

H is going to go forward in order to accomplish the work as the Lord has called

him to do.

No 13
Ce

And so we have, we have now the famous assuran/again that he is going to accomplish

the work. That is the big assurance of the chapter 142. In chapter 49, there
are

seems to be a little problem. He has difficulty, there %/ strugg1ings in
_the

In chapter 142 you never get any problem! But now we have again ssurance that

He is going to et the work done. So here we have here his accomplishment,
----.----.--------.-----------

17 his exaltations He is successful. He will be successful. He will dáal wisely.-, I




He will be exalted, and extolled and very high. Three different phrases for

being praised -(]J.4.2O If it's stressed in versa thirteen

exaltation of the servant. What a tremendous stress in this verse here. It's just

here stressed fxx±imu repeatedly. Four times he is going to be successful,

he is ring to be exalted, praised very high, Surely you cannot have more

assurance that the work of the servant of the Lord is going to be done. And
were

yet you have a very strong contrasts in verse 114, many astonied at thee.

Now this word, astonied p{9( is unfortunate when you look at itx tzd astonied

you will immediately think that we have left out sh. You may think this

ought $ to be astonished. But it isn't that at all. Ais an old

English word which in no way astonished, it is astounded. It is astounded.

It is not a suf/' dden surprise, not at al..hut a terrible, a terrible shock.,

you might say. It is to be disgusted,overwhelaed with. It is a bad reaction
which one gets
/when j)I'one is astounded. Not simply (l3.O) The emphasis is

not simply on surprise, but on the terrible nature of that which one sees,

which he confronts. He is absolutely astounded so terribly, as many were
and his form

astounded at thee; his visage was so marred more than any man, more than the

sons of man. So shall he sprinkle many nations;... the RSV, if I zzU recall
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